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BY EVAN S. CONNELL, JR.

MUHLBACH listens uneasily to the droll French wit of Huguette
Puig. He tries again to interrupt but she's too quick, she waiting for
him to say only one thing and until he says it she will not stop talking. He looks at the clock on his desk. Eight mi~utes. Eight minutes
with scarcely a pause. In the outer office the Hanover agent is. waiting,
so is somebody else.
But of course, Huguette is saying, you must understand that you
would become involved with une vrai femme du monde . . . .
All right! All right! Muhlbach finds himself laughing. He knows he
will agree to whatever she wishes; she knows it too and immediately
~~.

\

It's nearly five o'clock now, he says, I expect I coulclbe there by sixthirty.
Marvelous! I shall put on my black peignoir. . . .
, So, having given in, having agreed to a closer look at the apple,
Muhlbach hangs up the telephone and rocks back in his chair with a
thoughtful expression. Is she joking, or is she not? What if she does .
indeed open the door dressed in a black peignoir? Then what? How
far do you carry a joke.? And what time does Puig arrive? Muhlbach
tries t~ remember. He remembers asking, but she was vague. SomeI thing about eight o'clock, but she was very vague. Muhlbach frowns
and taps his fingertips together. She's joking,\of course. But of course!
As she would say. Just the same, he thinks, fi suggisted twice that we _
meet in the cocktail lounge and twice she kept on as though she
didn't hear what I said. I don't like it. I should have said I'd meet
them later. I don't like this situation..
.The green light on his desk winks importantly; he stares at it for a
moment, wondering again how such a simple device could cost so
much, and also why he bought it. Then he leans forward and touches
the key.
Yes, Gloria, what is it?
r
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,The Hanover agent has left because he had another appointment;
Mrs. Fichte called a few minutes ago and wants you to call her as soon
,s possible; a Mr. Arnauldi would like to' see you about a new filing
system.
There's more. Muhlbach listens without much interest. Finally
G~oria runs out of news. Hanover will be back tomorrow or the next
day, never fear; About Mrs. Fichte, I'll get in touch with her. I'll see '
Mr. Arnauldi ina couple of minutes-I want to call home first.
Is it bkay if I take off a little bit early?
I suppose, Muhlbach answers, but don't overdo it. Now get my
'house, will you?
At home Donna answers the telephone and suddenly Muhlbach
wishes that Mr. Arnauldi would go away and that the Hanover agent
and Mrs. Fichte would elope- to Persia with Mr. Fichte' in mad pursuit, and Huguette Puig, yes, and Gloria and whoever it was from
Chase Manhattan and the briefcase salesman and everybody else on
"earth would somehow disappear. A world· has been shattered by the
sound of Donna's voice. But before he has time to answer he hears a :
light scuffling and an argument and next, inevitably, the asthmatic
Scandinavian accents of ~1rs. Grunthe lugubriously informing him that
this is Mr. Muhlbach's residence.
Mrs. Grunthe, I won't be home for supper tonight.
Ooh?
Muhlbach is just able to keep from echoing this noi~e. Sooner or
later, he thinks, I'm going to do it. Then she's going to feel insulted
and quit.
Not coming to supper,-you say?
That's right. An old friend of mine is going to be in the city. I've
decided to have supper with him and his wife. His name is Commander Puig. I won't be late. I expect I should be home by ten or
eleven. 1£ you want to reach me before then, they're, staying at the
Murray. Commander Puig. That's spelled p-u-i-g. At the Murray
Hotel on Sixth Avenue..
He waits, knowing that she has been setting down this information
carefully, every bit of it, even the fact t\1at Puig is an old friend.
Now, let me talk to Donna.
~
Mrs. Grunthe replies that Donna has gone outside to play.
Don't bother her, I just-oh, never mind. What's Otto doing?
Otto is somewhere in the neighborhood playing basketball.
When he comes in remind him of his homework. His grades could
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certainly stand improvement. Muhlbach pauses, but can think of nothing more. Goodnight, Mrs. Gunthe. You needn't wait up, although as
I say I don't expect to be late.
Now there is Arnauldi to deal with, next there is somebody else
and somebody else, then mysteriously the office is quiet. The telephone no longer rings. The white plastic hood has been drawn over
Gloria;s typewriter. As to the demon secretary herself, at this moment
where is shet Muhlbach tries to remember where Gloria. goes for
the evening parade. The Golden Lion? Slattery's? Not that it matters,
doors open everywhere very much the same. In she will swagger and
promptly be appraised by the men at the bar as though she was a
piece of livestock. That's how she wants it, so all's, right with the
world. Like Donna, she's gone outside to play.
He stops a minute near the window, gazes down on the evening
rush, listens to the remote honk of taxicabs, whistles, small voices
shouting. Another day ended. Nothing much accomplished. A reasonable amount of money was earned, enough to get by and a few dollars
more. It's necessary, nothing to be ashamed of, no reason to feel
dissatisfied. After all, ·no intelligent man can spend his life on a Polynesian beach gathering driftwood. And unless you were born with ~n
IQ of 200, say, or a voice that 'would make people forget Camso, orwell, unless you're somehow exceptional what's left but to put in the
days of your life like this?
Muhlbach answers the question by sharply tapping the window
with his index finger, then turns and goes out the door and rings for
the elevator. It, too, is empty. Silence. Emptiness. He looks at his
watch and is surprised. Already past six-thirty. He realizes that he's
been wasting time, but why? Of course the puzzle's not very intricate.
Huguette. How much safer it would be to take the subway home,
telephone her and apologize. That's what I'd like to do, he ,thinks,
but I can't. I'm going to see her. I'm cursed with this Protestant conscience that forces me to do what I say I will do, and I hate it. What
I want right now is to go'home to my children and Mrs. Gmnthe's
casserole. That's just about all I want. Not that I like casserole so
much, at least not every singl~ Thursday. Why on earth doesn't she
ftry something different? But in a way the certainty of it is reassuring.
~:In fact I suppose the cer~inty of casserole on Thursday is worth the
monotony of eating it. What reassuring habits I have. I'm afraid of
them and yet I can't give them up. I dislike the strain of defending
myself against the unexpected. I suppose I must be getting tired as I
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grow older. Tonight I don't want to exert myself, I just want to go
home. Instead of doing that I'm on my way to see Huguette. I don't
look forward to sitting in that hotel room with her, defending myself
against whatever she has in mind. ,1 really don't want to sit there for
an hour trying to balance a loaded drtbk until Puig arrives. If he's late
I'll be forced to have a second drink, and somehow 1 think he's going
to be late.
I
..
Muhlbach looks at a. ~oman getting on the bus. She resembles
Huguette-that'sharp French profile suggesting both the bulky pro·
vincial shopkeeRer's wife and the arrogant Madame of the seventeenth·
century chateau. The history of a nation, he reflects, is in that face,
even to the untidy hair. Other thanl the profile, what is it about her
that reminds me of Huguette? Her coat? Thf way she stands? The
packages? I can't be sure. How long since I've seen Huguette? Two
years? No, longelj than that. I don't understand why she called. Did
I make such an impression? That's a flattering thought, but not likely.
Puig must have told her to get in touch with me. But why was she
determined to see me alone? Why did she insist that I come to the
hotel so early? If he told her to invite me for supper-well, I can't
make it out. There's no sense to it. I just don't understand what she
wants. I can't believe the obvious, that would pe too absurd. Whatever it is, I should have refused, told her fh:itly I couldn't get there
until eight.
He stoops to look out of the bus, finds himself nearly face to face
with one of the stone lions in front of the library and straigptens up.
He looks again at his \v,atch. Another ten minutes, then a long block
Jo walk. Thirty minutes late, at least. Forty if the lights are red.
Meanwhile she's drifting around that hotel room in a black peignoit
if she's not decen~ly dressed, he says almost aloud,,I won't go into the
room. I'll tell her to put on some clothes and meet me downstairs. I
should have made it clear on the. phone. I'm not an explorer and after
so many years I've realized the fact, thank God. Why didn't I make
. it clear? I should have been firm, but she kept talking. I didn't have
a chance to explain. Now I've gotten into this ridiculous situation.
Well, I won:t go in, no matter what she's wearing.
Huguette, in a short pink bathrobe and slippers, opens the door as
soon as he knocks..
You're late, she scolds, pulling him firmly into the room, but then
so am I you see! I went shopping, little idiot that I am. . . .
him,.
Mulbach notices that she scanned the corridor while greeting
.
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a cold survey more revealing than the bathrobe. He feels a nearly for.,
gotten astonishment at the lies women tell. And the most unbelievable
part of their role is that they expect to be believed. Of course they
don't, not completely, but -at the same time of course they do. He
almost laughs.
And how have you been? Huguette is saying. So good to see you!
Sit down, I won't bite you, at least not yet. Sit down. You haven't
changed. But as for me-oh la! pauvre Huguette. . . .
Seated opposite him on the couch she continues talking while she
pretends that something is wrong with her slipper. She leans forward
and he is gradually presented with a deep, snowy bosom. The act is
outrageous, but instead of smiling he finds himself gazing solemnly
at the delicate weighted flesh. For a moment it is not Huguette that
he sees but the marvel of a woman entering the beautiful middle age
of womanhood.
She goes right on talking, perhaps unconscious of what she has done,
but just then a white and rather boney knee pops out as though to
see what's going on. She covers it and sits erect.
La! she exclaims, patting the knee. Le cinema, alors.
This invitation to discuss her knee is a bit too direct; Muhlbach
clears his throat and takes a sip of the drink she has poured. It tastes
like a drug. She must be desperate, he thinks. Why did I come here?I knew it was a mistake. Now I've got to juggle this woman for an
hour. By the time Puig gets off duty and gets to the hotel my tongue's
going to be thick as a painthrush. Why did I let her t.alk me into this?
But almost as quickly as the question comes the answer. Yes, he
thinks, I know why I'm in this room. All these years of hating Puig
for what he did to me and now I've got the chance to pay him back.
There's no other reason. She didn't persuade me, I ~nted to come.
I might as well be honest about it. Both of us have been pretending
but she's more honest than I am-she's not deceiving herself. She
wants another man and decided I might be available. I knew that.
I knew it right away, I knew it after the first minute on the telephone, .
and I was willing to accept but pretended that I wasn't. So that's why
! I'm here, to use his wife. The timeless insult. These years of waiting
for revenge, not quite admitting how much I've hated hi~. I'd have
gone along another twenty years without making a move against him
. because I didn't really know how I hated him until she called. Now
I can use his wife. I can take her in a moment, or put it off a while,
just as I please. She's mine. She's told me half a. dozen times already
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that she's mil!~ Puig's wife! Puig's wife, Muhlbach repeats to himself, tasting \t "like an oyster in his mouth.
He glances directly into her eyes; she looks back without the least
..
embarrassment.
Do I want her now? he asks himself. Do I want this woman now?
Now while the offering is fresh? Or should I wait? Let the sea fruit
ripen. When would it be sweetest? Now or later?
But the pleasure of the thought becomes a little sickening; he shifts
around on the couch as if the cushions were uncomfortable. Then an
ugly thought obtrudes and he glances at her again. How much does
she know? Did Puig ever tell her what happened? Probably not. No,
probably not, because to him it was never a matter of much importance. He won and I lost, so for him it ended. Ended successfully and
therefore insignificantly, so I doubt if he told her about it. In fact,
he's probably forgotten. He forgets easily. I was always the one who
remembered. Sometimes it seems I don't forget anything that happens
to me, Muhlbach thinks bitterly. Not anything. Twenty years and
what he did is almost as humiliating now as it was then. Why can't
I forget?-th~w it away somehow. My God, I've bottled it up and I've
smelled it e~lt since. Twenty-three years it must have been, because
that was our second year at college. He laughed about it afterWards and
he kept waiting for me to laugh, I can still see his face. He thought the
whole thing was a joke. Maybe so. Maybe l{e ':Vas right and sensible
and I was wrong. Anyway, he's forgotten. He'etforgotten about it long
before he got married and all this time I've never once referred to it.
There'd be no point in telling her even if he did remember, so this
ccan't be a plot against me. Besides, the winner doesn't plot against
the loser. I read too much into everything. She didn't lure me here so
Puig could jump out of the closet and catch us flagrante delicto.
What's wrong with her is no great mystery, her husband's been at
sea for several months and she's made up her mind to punish him for
leaving her, it's that simple. She wants to injure him at the moment
of his return. No, a moment before he returns, meaning she won't let
" him know thafhe's been punished. And as long as they live together
she won't tell him what took place. She loves. him, she doesn't want
to hurt him; at least she doesn't want to destroy him.
How intricate women are, thinks Muhlbach while he listens to
Huguette ta~king,. and yet how naive. This one, for instance. What
did she expect her husband to do? Was Puig supposed to call up the
Chief of 'Staff and say he'd rather stay home than go on duty with the
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fleet? She didn't think about it, not as a man would, she merely had a
Feeling. My husband is le~ving Die alone, so when he comes back I'm
going to get even. I'll teach him not to treat me like that! How obvious,
yes, but at the same time how extremely curious. So I'm here-I'm here
not because she was attracted to me. I'm here to provide a service. And
afterwards, of course, the three of us will go out to dinner. I can even
guess just how she'll look-delightful! As talkative as usual, brightly
"witty, the charming conti1!ental wife. There would sit Puig full of
ignorance at her right hand while I sat full of guilt at her left. And
she'd insist I be there. Absolutely. Very curious, Muhlbach reflects as
he takes another drink.
.
Huguette is chatting as though nothing of any consequence was on
her mind. She is Mrs. Puig who got home late from shopping; she is
entertaining her husband's friend for a few minutes before excusing,
herself to get ready for dinner.
"
Muhlbach pokes the ice in his glass and avoids looking at her. He
wonders if she "will give up, if she will in fact ask to be excused so that
she may put on some clothes. It would be awkward if Puig came in
just now and found them sitting this close together, with her suggested nudity. He remembers an unpleasant scene not so different
from this-visiting a relative, taking off his coat and rolling up his
sleeves because the evening was warm, talking with the wife while
they waited, at last the door opening and then that sudden suspicion
like an evil jewel glittering in the night. Remembering this makes
him uneasy; he stands up and wanders around the narrow room while
Huguette goes on talking.
Presently the telephone rings but she doesn't answer. Again it
rings, and again. Huguette is almost reclining on the couch, her lips
pursed, her expression vague and troubled, and Muhlbach begins to
wonder if she is insane. It occurs to him that he knows practically
nothing about her. Huguette Fanchon. A war bride out of some obscure Breton village, she's been married to Puig for a long time; nearly
a full generation. But that's all I know, he thinks. I don't know anything else about her.
.
With an impatient gesture Huguette reaches for the telephone.
AlIo? Yes? "."
.
Muhlbach stares at her face, at the profile so totally French, as
though etched by the needle strokes of some icy French master. Ingres.
David. She will always be French, not American. She is sti~l a Breton
woman, oddly transported and far from home.
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He realizes that she is speaking in French, completely absorbed by
the telephone. She listens, her expression changes, becoming no softer
yet unmistakably relieved. She's talking to a man, but not to her husband, who's no linguist.
Muhlbach turns away, slightly embarrassed at having stared and
embarrassed that he must listen to the conversation. He sees himself
reflected in the window-standing alqne near the center of the room,
a tall and consciously dignified businessman with a drink held safely
in both hands; and it occurs to him that he himself could be the insane party, as mad as any creature beyond the Looking-Glass.
Plus tard! Pas maintenant! Come j'ai deja ...
Quite obviously she is not talking to her husband. But then who is
it? and what's the conversation about? Hearing only what she says is
rather like trying to read through the slots of a stencil. Is it somebody
in the hotel? Muhlbach can hear the man's voice, rising as if he was
getting angry. Huguette offers a peculiar hissing noise, sighing between
her teeth.
Restlessly Muhlbach walks toward the far end of the room and
stands gazing acroSs the city. A short distance away in space his reflection stands gazing into the room with an irritated expression. Then
the severe features of the phantom are broken by a smile. He studies
himself sardonically. What are you waiting for out there? Are you
waiting for a woman to stop talking on the telephone or are you waiting for the end of your life? Which is it? You've been standing around
for a long time, why don't you do something? When was the last time
you simply did something instead of trying to make up your mind
about it? Quite a while. Quite a long while.
I'm too sensible and always have been, Muhlbach decides. I'm too
cautious. I can't behave like a simpleton even when I'm drunk, I only
double into myself. It doesn't seem fair. Here I stand in a hotel room
. with a woman who for all I know may be a whore, but I'm too sensible
to make a move. I've been talking decorously with a half-naked
strumpet. Why? Why is that?
. \Vhat are you doing? asks Hugu~tte. Are you planning to jump out
in order to escape from me? She walks toward him without pulling the
robe across her br~st. I'll get you something fresh to drink, she says,
draws the glass slowly from his hand and walks away. ,
Not a word about that call, he thinks as he watches her putting ice
into the glass. Not that she owes me any sort of explan:.Ition but an
American wife would probably say something, even if it was a lie.

.
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But not a word from this one. How long has she been in the hotel?
I wonder. I wonder. I assumed she got here this afternoon, but I
wonder if she might have been here several days. If men are calling
while you pretend to wait for your husband is he ever coming? Deir
Huguette, is my friend Puig really on his way? Or qm lone more on
your list? Then other questions begin taking shape, questions that
previously had seemed not worth asking.
.
Why didn't I hear from- Puig himself? He's been at sea for quite
a while, yes, but the fleet must have stopped at any number of ports
-he could easily have sent a postcard letting me know he'd be here.
When she telephoned why didn't she mention that Puig suggested
we'get together? But she didn't mention it. She's hardly mentioned
her husband. Is he coming? Is he? And if he isn't how soon will she
tell me the truth! Yes, that also could explain the phone call. Someboay else wanted in this room, but two men at once is one too many.
Isn't that so, Huguette? Or is it? Maybe three at once would suit you!
The implications multiply. Is she-is she a whore? Does she come
to New York every so often in order to work here? Maybe that's what
it's all about. Muhlbach feels his vitals begin to contract. When she
hands him the second drink he accepts it reluctantly, as though the
glass was contaminated, and continues to look out the window. It
seems to him that her hand is the hand of a whore. The shape of her
ankle, the whiteness of her skin. 'whatever she says. Each gesture.
The open suitcase. Cigarette stubs in the ashtray-how many men
have been in this room? The closet door is not quite shut, he can v
see one of her dresses and maybe that too is not without meaning,
meant to excite him. Many significant facts that had seemed as unrelated as the stars now appear to form a constellation. The room key
lying on the desk, why is it there instead of in her pur~e? Why did
she look up and down the corridor so efficiently? And he begins to
remember the items in the newspaper-women caught in raids, jailed,
the men sneaking away guiltily. He begins to feel obscurely frightened. He knows that his feelings do not show on his face, or in his
movements, not as they would have shown twenty' years ago; nor is
he as frightened as if he was a college boy lOCked in some carpeted
suite. But still he feels anxious, tense, and irritated with himself
because of it. All in all, how much better it would be to be at home
eating Mrs. Grunthe's casserole or playing with the children. Where
would they be now? Otto is probably in his room working on another
airplane that soon will be hanging by a thread fro~ the ceiling. And
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Donna? Where is she? Muhlbach' feels himself softening. He blinks,
looks around, and discovers Huguette gazing at him expectantly. She
has asked something. Would you like to sit down?-was that what she
asked? He tries to recall her words but can't.
I'm sorry Huguette, I'm afraid I wasn't paying much attention. I
was thinking about my children.
Oh! You're excused, she laughs. And do you know that we have
four boys? Four!
.
. Muhlbach notices that he is being led to the couch again. Why
does she keep pulling at me? he wonders. Doesn't she ever get discouraged? I can't understand why she's so persistent. What does she
expect me to do? Do I have to tell her I don't want any part of it?
This is ridiculous, and pretty soon I'm going to look like a fool. If
I keep on resisting she's going to say what's wrong with him? She'll
decide that there really is something wrong with me and then how
do I convince her that there isn'~? It's what she'll think, I know it.
It's what every woman thinks when a man doesn't come bounding
toward her at the signal. He's inadequate. He's nothing. But what
am I supposed to do? pull out my wallet and give her some money?
Then do I simply get undressed? Is it as simple as that? I should have
learned how these things are handled years ago, I should have gone
to a cathouse at least once. I wouldn't feel so ignorant. Now I don'f
know what to do. I've walked into this by myself but I don't know
how to behave. She thinks I understood the situation from the very
beginning. Probably there were some clues she gave me on the telephone and I accepted them without knowing what I was accepting,
now she can't figure out what's wrong. Good God, this is ab~urd!
She must be thinking it was a waste of time to call me-I suppose
that's it. Yes, because she's oneof them. The Murray Hotel. The
Murray. It sounds familiar. There were some professionals in this
place, I'm sure of it. Flushed out a few months ago.
Huguette is talking about her boys; Muhlbach takes a long swallow
of his drink and'gazes at her. To be what she is, that's not amazing,
but to sit there on the coach with her bathrobe half undone and talk
about her boys. It's incredible. And Muhlbach has no more doubts,
she's a professional. He is deeply surprised, not that such whores exist
but that he should find himself in the company of one. Then, too, the
fact that she is married makes it all the more unbelievable. Housewives, secretaries-th6re's no longer a division. The old order has collapsed. Life used to be a reasonably simple business. There were cer(
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tain things you did and things you didn't, or if you did-well, then,
at least you realized what you were doing. It was as plain as the painted
line in the middle of the highWay, you stayed in one lane or another
and if you crossed over you were blind not to know it. But now? An
officer's wife! By day a housewife in New Jersey, the wife of Commander Puig. Neighbors see him coming home and they see him
wl;1en he leaves, wearing the uniform of a United States naval officer.
The neighbors know, therefore, that Puig and Puig's wife must be
respectable. That's so. It must be so because it must. But is it? What
about Puig himself? What does he do when his ship drops anchor at
'Marseilles?
Muhlbach realizes that he wants to see Puig again. Until this minute it hadn't mattered very much. He had looked forward to Puig's
arrival merely because it was expected, with no particular enthusiasm,
as if an old movie was returning to the neighborhood, or as if somebody was giving him a book he'd read years ago; but now he does
want to see this man who had once been his closest friend. Thinking
about the past they shared revives in him the affection he once felt
for Puig. Four years of college life, sleeping in the same room practically side by side and waking up together, eating together, shaving
one right after the other, borrowing and lending-the proximity
seemed convincing, yet was it? Was it really? Puig no doubt will seem
as real as ever when he walks in the door, although not what he used
to be. When he comes in will he stir up the quietly mouldering
leaves? or have they flaked and crumbled? so that he will walk in
with nothing but some canvas baggage of the present. Muhlbach
wonders. How intimately did we know each other? Perhaps not as
well as both of us assumed. Since then how many times have I seen
him? Four times. Five times, maybe. The world has gone through
another war since we were in college, affecting us in more ways than
we could imagine. That, too, was an experience we shared several
thousand miles apart, just about as equally as we shared the end of
our adolescence. How does he feel about the war? We've seen each
other since it happened, but never talked about it. I'll ask him. He
must have liked the Navy, otherwise he wouldn't have stayed in. Or
is that true? The last time we met-let's see, he talked mostly about
playing golt He got every Wednesday afternoon off and went ,out to
the course. Talked about a set of clubs he'd bought. Except for 'that
-1 can't remember but I'm pretty sure he enjoys the Navy. The
peacetime Navy, that's what he called it. Yes, ~e does like it. But
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how much longer is it going to be a peacetime Navy? I'll ask abQllL
that, too. Another war seems to be on the way. Powers forming. We
. do our part to promote it, testing all possible enemies, trying to make
up our minds whether or not to fight, and who. Aim one way, then
another, like a bunch of kids wit~ beebee guns, but maybe the indecision is better than any possible decision. Puig might know what's
going to happen, he's worked his way high enough that he ought to
have some idea. I'll find out"what he thinks. It's strange I don't al·
ready know what his opinions are. Strange I know so little about him.
Suppose some~ody asked me about Puig, what should I say? Married
to a Frenchwoman and they have four children. Been in the Navy
since the war. Likes to play golf. What else?
That's all! Muhlbach thinks with astonishment. I've assumed I
know practically everything about him but the truth is I couldn't
explain to anybody how he's felt or what he's done during the last
twenty years. If anybody had asked me how well I know him I'd
have said I know him better than anybody else does, except his wife.
Yet this is what it comes to. Married, with four children. A career
in the Navy. And that's all I know. What does he look like? Well,
he's medium height, sandy reddish hair getting thin, a melon face
that used to look like the face of a boxer. And his eyelashes turn white
during summer. At least I think they do. It seems to me that every
summer he turned red and white instead of brown. After those hours
on the sun deck I looked like a Mohawk but he came down like a
piece of veal or fish. Covering hip-tse.lf with unguent, wincing, grunt·
ing. Yes, I could answer if someb'ody asked what Puig looks like, but
that really tells nothing about him. His wife is what tells about him.
-Huguette Fanchon. Madame Puig. Madame Huguette Puig.
Muhlbach realizes that he has been tipping the glass and rattling
the ice cubes more than he intended. In fact, there's not much left
of the second drink. His stomach, however, feels receptive; he decides
he might even have a third drink before they step out for dinner,
unfess Puig shows up very soon. He smiles at Huguette and reache,s
across in front of her to pick up a cigarette. She lights it for him,
holding his hand warmly.
S4e's beginning to get drunk, Muhlbach thinks. I can tell from
the way she's been rambling along talking about nothing of any importance. However, let her talk, I don't care. Reflectively he looks
around the room. The situation doesn't seem as ominous as it did
half an hour earlier.
;I.
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Oh la-the time! Huguette exclaims, and claps her hands. You
know I should be dressing. If we are going out . . . .
Muhlbach looks at his watch. After eight o'clock! He lifts the
watch to his ear with an expression of concern. The watch sounds
all right. But seven minutes after eight! That doesn't seem possible.
And where's Puig?
Huguette is examining her fingernails. The bathrobe somehow has
managed to slip aside and expose one of her shoulders, yet she isn't
aware of this. He wonders if he should mention it. But how do you
express a thing like that? It would be a good idea to let her know,
but what do you say? 'Huguette, pull yourself together!' or 'Huguette,
what's going on here?'
Muhlbach frowns at her shoulder and decides to say nothing. She's
old enough to look out for herself. Then, too, there's always the
chance that she knows exactly what's going on. They're usually aware
of these things, they know how much is exposed. He looks with interest at the curve of her breast-a large amount. Just then the robe
slides another inch, still she hasn't noticed. And the way it slippedHuguette didn't move a muscle but the robe fell down anYway.
Muhlbach clear~ ~ throat. The time has passed \yhen he could
decently have-sp.ok€n of the matter; to say anythil)g now would be
embarrassing.
.
What in the world has become of your husband?
Huguette shrugs.
I suppos~ he'll walk in any minute.
Oh yes, any minute! She appears to be dissatisfied with one of her
fingernails. She squints at it, turns the finger around, and sighs.
Muhlbach gets up and walks around the room gazing at the pictures
on the walls. How splendid if Puig should open the door and find
them seated together like that. It would make a nice tableau. Very
nice indeed!
The telephone rings again. This time she answers without hesitation and Muhlbach suddenly understands that there has been an
arrangement. Puig has told her that he would call at eight o'clock.
That ~xplains why she didn't want to ·answer the telephone an hour
ago-she didn't know who it was. Or maybe she did know but didn't
. want to talk to him, whoever he was. It also explains why she's been
in no hurry to get dressed-she knew Puig wouldn't get here at eight.
Muhlbach :listens. Yes, she's talking to her husband.
Only after the call is finished does he realize that he has been lis-
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tening for some reference to himself, in fact that he had been half·
waiting for Huguette to beckon him over and give him the telephone.
But she talked to her husband as though she was alone.
He says he will be a little late .1. . .'
How l~te? Muhlba~h interrupts. What time did he say he would
get here?
Huguette looks up in surprise. She explains that there has been
an accident aboard the ship. A sailor was inj~d, that's why Puig :'i
will be late, but he will be on his way in a few minutes.
'I
Why do you stare at me? she asks. Have I done something wrong?
and she stands up and comes close to him.
Muhlbach feels excited and angry. There's no doubt she is waiting
for him to untie the belt of her bathrobe.
What a strange man you are! Talk to me, please. Do say some·
thing. I don't like you when you behave like this. She reaches for
his hands a~ though to squeeze them.
He turns away but knows that whatever she is, she's not a whore.
Something she has done-something she's said-something he couldn't
, _quite perceive has proved she's not. What was it? What proved her
innocence? Innocence! Innocent of .being a professional, that all.
She's innocent of very little else. 'I don't like you when you behave
like this!' C.ould that be it? Or the moment when she got up from
the couch instead of smiling and leaning back. She seemed distressed,
~ worried-he shakes his head, not certain what to believe. If it isn't
money she wants, what does she want? because I can't be what she's
after. She hasn't seen me for the past two years, so why should she
want me? I know how cold I look. Even if she told me that she
thought I was attractive I wouldn't believe it. Well, then, is she
simply auditioning lovers? Was somfbody else here at five o'clock?
And after I'm gone who will it be?
.
He turns toward her and sees that Huguette's face is the face of
a woman obsessed-not fixed and professional. Her eyes are luminous. '
Her eyes remind him of someone else. For a few seconds he stands
in front of Huguette, stricken by those eyes, trying to remember,
then he thinks of his grandmother as she lay dying. There was that
same look a few hours before her death. Nothing else he has ever
seen resembles it. The brilliant gaze of an old woman finally emptied
of all pretense.
Why do you look at me so?
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This is how they ask, but Muhlbach qoesn't answer. Plainly she
is offering her body, not as a gift, but in e~change for the use of his,
a cold bargain. He tries to estimate how much he wants her. The
fact is, not very much. When she telephoned the office he first assumed she wanted to buy some insurance, that's how little she means.
Not once has he thought of her these pa~t several years except as
Puig's wife. Now, tonight, almost inexplicably she shows this naked
willingness; instead of a wife she becomes a woman and displays the
.queer values of women.
If I was twenty I wouldn't hesitate, he thinks. Or would I say to
myself that she's too old? She must be at least thirty-five, maybe
older. She could be forty. If I was twenty again how would I be
looking at her? Not as I do now. I'd think she was a joke. Pd see
myself telling about it in the fraternity house. I never had an adventure like this when I was young-it was always somebody else who
did the telling-but I know what it would have meant to me. Now?
Now is it amusing?
Muhlbach realizes that he is still gazing at her, and that she is trying .
to interpret his gaze. Why has she arranged this? he wonders. What's
happened between her and Puig? and suddenly he's convinced that
Puig is impotent. There can't be any other explanation. The endless
boasting, chasing after one college girl and then another--D090dy-doubted that Puig was nailing them to the cross. In the Navy it must
have been the same. So many conquests, but all of them too obvious,
too apparent. How many were actual and how many did Puig invent?
Or were all three hundred of them invented? No, Puig's not that
empty. Maybe a few have been so real that Huguette's disgusted.
Well, whatever's the cause, thinks Muhlbach, I'm not going to
play my part. I can almost read the script: we're no sooner in bed
that the door opens, the husband enters, hangs up his hat and announces cheerily that he's home. Well, Huguette, I'm not very good
at farce, so I think I can do without that royal scene. I'm not going
to spend ten minutes as your leading man, thank you just the same.
Find yourself another actor. Revenge is what you want. I don't blOW
why. I don't know what he's done to you, or what you imagine he's
done-I don't know why you're disappointed but look somewhere
else, not at me. I'm not the man.
Eh bien. . . .
Somehow she has understood. Muhlbach knows that somehow she
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has understood his thoughts well enough. It's over. 'Eh bien!' As 'if
- she has compressed the history of her sex in a phrase.
.
'. And because it's over and he has ended it by doing absolutely
nothing-exactly as so many other affairs of his life have ended at the
beginning, because he has done nothing-he feels his head swelling
with anger. What's the matter with me? he demands. Puig's wife is
here! Mine for the taking. And I hate him. Christ how I've despised
him all these years. So take her! Use her! Use her like the bitch that
she is!
.
But of course the moment has gone, and the anger he feels is
toward himself. Once again he has caug~t up with life too late.
It occurs to him that maybe they should talk the whole thing over.
She might like to know how he feels. But she already knows, at least
it's probable; she seems to have sensed the situation. The best thing
might be to let the curtain drop and simply wait for Puig. Muhlbach
shuts his eyes for a few seconds and imagines himself· at home in his
old green leather chair, the children running around upstairs while
Mrs. Grunth€ plods back and forth from the kitchen to the dining
room as she sets the table. That's where I ought to be, he thinks, I
that's where I ought to be!
.
Opening his eyes he discovers Huguette bending doWn patting a
pillow, her great box-like hips solidly in front of him. He looks. at her
hips in despair. He feels crushed and ruined, and decides angrily that
he will go over, throw his arms around her waist and see what happens next.
Just then somebody turns the handle of the door. Puig's voice calls
through the giUled panel-he's locked out. Huguette goes to let him
in, but before opening the door she pulls her robe together and tightens the belt.
Puig, discovering Muhlbach in the room, is quite obviously dumbfounded. He can't believe what he sees; he remains on the threshold
with a Navy ovetnight bag in his hand and the remnants of a husbandly smile on his peeling face-it's plain that he has 'been in the
sun recently, his nose is bright pink and looks extremely tender. He
glares at Muhlbach and breathes hoarsely through his mouth; but
Huguette is already at work and within a very few minutes Puig is
inside, has taken off his~arrison cap and is comfortably seated with
a drink in his hand, stirl confused but gradually accepting the situation-as much of it as she has chosen to tell.

I

I

.
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It's been a long time! Puig exclaims. A long time!
Muhlbach agrees.
_
I didn't expect to ~ee you here, says Puig.
Huguette points out that it was meant to be a surprise.
Jesus! remarks Puig without much sign of humor.
Muhlbach asks where the fleet will be going next.. Puig doesn't
know, or claims he doesn't; he adds that he has been in the Mediterranean for the past few weeks.
How tired I am of winter! Huguette exclaims. Why didn't you
take me? I'm so sick of this cold weather! Snow! But then it snows
agam. . . .
Puig soon stops listening to her. He loosens his tie and· speaks to
Muhlbach. When was the last time we met?
You'd j,ust recently been transferred from the Huxtable.
Oh yeah, what a scow. And the ol~ man nuts for Navy regs. That
was one tour I won't forget. He talks about this for a while and when
he has finished Muhlbach asks if he has been playing much golf.
Sure. Every chance.
You should be in the low seventies by now.
Nope. Hooking off the tee, same as usual. I got a weak wrist, that's
what kills me. High seventies. Low eighties. He looks thoughtfully
at Huguette, who gets up without a word and goes into the bathroom
and shuts the door.
How about you? he continues. You still play?
Nope, haven't held a club in my hands for ten years, Muhlbach
answers, conscious that he is beginning to sound like Puig. .t
At school you had a pretty good swing. Pick it up again and see
what you can do. You ought to break ninety.
I might. I might start playing again. Being behind a desk most of
the day I don't get much exercise. Theft say it's a good game for us
at our age.
'
Puig laughs unpleasantly. I'm not old. If I had time for a couple of
weeks at the gym I'd be as fast as I was in college. Don't make any
mistake. I can still handle myself.
Muhlbach looks at him curiously. It~s as though Puig is hinting at
something, and has switched from golf to boxing.
You weren't bad, Puig goes on in a condescending voice. One
time at Lakewood you tied me on the front nine. Both of us shot a
forty-three. I had a thirty-six on the back, you had a forty-eight. My
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shoulder was stjff that morning. It took a while to get warmeCI up.
Muhlbach remembers, and remembers Puig mentioning his shoulder for at least a month after that day.
I guess I never told you how much it bugged me, you tying me.
You never appreciated how competitive I am. I hate to get beat. I
couldn't stand losing marbles when I was a kid. I felt like killing the
other kid, get him down in the dust and pound hell out of him. Puig
laughs and begins unbuttoning his coat. Now how about you?
What've you been up to since I saw you last?
Business. I'm never up to anything else.
Whose fault is that?
You say it's a fault. Well, maybe it is. Maybe it is. My days are
practically identical. No variety. Lack of excitement. So you could
be right-fault's the word.
Muhlbach listens to this lordly pronouncement and decides he has
had enough to drink. My own voice, he thinks, but I've lost control
of it. Somebody inside me is talking. However, I'm not mimicking
Puig any longer, there's that much to be grateful for.
Variety! Puig answers with an ice cube in his mouth, and spits the
cube back into the glass.
He's tired, Muhlbach thinks. Or is it nervousness? He hasn't said
anything about what happened on the ship. He could just possibly
have been responsible for the accident. He's upset, but what about?
I might as well tell you, Puig remarks as though the thought had
communicated itself, finding you here doesn't make me too happy.
The remark is almost impossible to believe. Muhlbach tries to
believe he has imagined it-Puig didn't actually say that. Yet he did.
I been gone such a long while. Cruising around. Storing it up
inside. Then I come back and open the door expecting to find Huguette by herself. Forget it, he adds, scratching his jaw with one finger.
Don't'pay any attention to me. I'm in a bad mood. You were about
to say something. Go ahead. I interrupted. What's on your mind?
I shouldn't be here. Huguette-that is, since you didn't know. You
weren't expecting me. I thought you were.
What about Huguette?
The challenge in Puig's voice Is unmistakable; with bright watery
eyes he watches the wall an inch above Muhlbach's head.
I'm asking again: what about Huguette?
Muhlbach realizes that there have been other scenes like this. Puig
'suspects her. He suspects every man who comes near her. He has
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never seemed dangerous so the idea of him in a jealous rage is· rather
funny, but he is tense and this might not be an appropriate time to
laugh. Muhlbach considers how to answer. Puig is waiting. The answer
begins to seem important.
Such a violent age! Muhlbach says carefully. How violent we are
these days.
Amen! Puig answers, squinting with annoyance.
At that moment Huguette turns on the shower. She has been listening. Puig, however, hasn't noticed; he leans back, roIling his head
from side to side as though he was in pain.
, Individually, but also as nations, MuhIbach cO!1tinues, cautiously
pulling at the conversation. I've been wanting to ask. Apparently
another war is shaping up but for some reason we can't recognize
the enemy. Yesterday we thought it was Russia. Today, China. Now
what about tomorrow? Name tomorrow's enemy. What would be
your guess? India?
'".
Puig doesn't tum his head; he looks across his nose to see .if this
is a joke.
,
Four years together-four years! but what makes you tick I'll be
diddled if I know. I never could understand you. You used to sit
in the library annex with a gooseneck lamp curled over a book. I used
to look at you and ask myself what you were really like inside. What
makes him go? I asked myself. Is it money? I figured you must want
. to earn a lot of money after you graduated. Maybe you did. I have
the impression you're doing all right.
-.r ..
Let's trade jobs.
Puig laughs and settles more comfortably into the chair. On account of money? We get benefits, sure. Dental work. Cut-rate movies
at the base. Except for that it's nothing much. You don't want to
trade with me.
Not on account of money. On account of t~ travel. I'm rotting
away behind a desk. At certain times I catch myself trying to guess
where you are-envying you because you're somewhere on the other
side of the globe. }. imagine the fleet a~chored off Ceylon. If you've
ever gotten there or not I don't know, it doesn't matter. I stop by
the fountain in the office for a drink of water but just then I see you
in Marrakesh, or walking along the esplanade at Palma. Maybe you're
two thousand miles from there, that doesn't matter. I see you in
these places.
.
Hell's bells, says Puig with a cheerful expression, if you want to
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go why don't you go? Lock up the shop for a while and gol You sit
on your butt and complain, just like you always did.
.
I don't think of it quite that way, but I won't argue. I ought to go.
And I would except for my affair-carrying on with that gooseneck
lamp.
.As soon as the word slips out he knows it was. a poor choice; but
Puig, tenderly feeling the tip of his sunburnt nose, only looks mildly
thoughtful.
What is it about this man, Muhlbach reflects, that bores me half
to death? Why don't I care what he believes, or what he's done, or
what finally becomes of him? When we were students I was interested in his ideas. I though he was profound. I thought there were
reservoirs in him, but there aren't any. He's commonplace. I suppose
~ he always was. His forehead shows practically no expression, strange
I never noticed. It's the forehead of a facist or of a priest. His mind
lacks resonance, I believe; even when he surprises me I realize the
surprise is shallow. There's no deliberate evil in him, nor much magnificence. He's like other men. I guess that's why he bores me. He's bored
with me, too, because he thinks I'm dull and cold, because I'm restrained, but that doesn't insult me in the least. How could it? I'm not
concerned with what he thinks about me. I know there's more of me
than there is of him. Remind myself that from a distance we're the
same size-yes, but I know better, although I don't know how. Given
enough to drink he'd announce that he doesn't amount to much,
which is a confessionJ'd never make. Not now, drunk as I may be,
or ever, or anywhere. Not even before Jehovah's throne. Let him
abase himself if that pleases him, I respect myself too much. Three
gold stripes, considerable prestige, yet his confidence is still that of a
sophomore. How is it possible? He doesn't-what is it that he doesn't?
A sort of growth must be what I have in mind, the way coral grows.
But that doesn't explain him because we're not marine organisms,
or plants with rings to count. You can't analogize a man. It must
be some lack of human deepening that I can't describe. He hasn't
deepened since I saw him last. Two years. He was in a good humor
then and now he's annoyed at me for something that isn't my fault,
otherwise it's as though these two years had never been. Which means
it'll be the same when we meet again. Which means I haven't anything else to learn about him or from him. Which makes me wonder
what I ever learned from being around him. Is he a great waste of
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time? And if he is, can I afford it? My life's half over. Com~back
as a white bull along the Ganges and I wouldn't mind so much, but
I'm not expecting that. So what am I doing here with him? because
he's nothing more than he appears to be. I doubt if he's ever gotten
absolutely and hopelessly lost inside of himself. Never peeled away
the leaves looking for the innermost bulb. He doesn't know it's there,
and that's why I don't think about him, only where he is in my imagination. I don't dislike him, not really. I suppose I like him. However,
I'm not sure about that either, he's so fatally easy to forget.
How long have you been here? asks Puig, pretending to pick a bit
of lint from his sleeve. And it's this-the calculated gesture-that
betrays him. The· question isn't casual. Puig is troubled; he opened
the door and discovered another man.
How long? Muhlbach asks, and pretends to consider. Quite a
while. We were beginning to think you'd never get here.
What'd you and my wife talk about?
Not 'Huguette' but 'my wife.' What did you talk about with my
wife? What were you and my wife doing before I got here?
To be decently honest, I'll say only that your wife did most of
the talking.
Puig laughs.
Why do I sit here acting like a friend? Muhlbach wonders. I manipulate him and consider myself superior. I could have had his wife
and that, too, makes me feel I'm better than he is but maybe I'm not
as good. He's artless and coarse, and he's destructible, but his passions
are honest. Mine are contaminated. Who's better? I don't know. I
don't know. Maybe I worry it too much.
In the bathroom the shower' is turned off.
Takes them forever, Puig remarks. Heyl, Huguettel he calls.
A moment later the door opens a crack, a wisp of steam curls out,
and Muhlbach can see her eye.
Somebody wants me?
Sn~p it up, will you? Puig answers without turning around.
Are you hungry, cheri? I'll hurry. One'minute. Okay? And then
before disappearing the eye regards Muhlbach. The look is very brief,
but unequivocal. The eye of Cleopatra, or of Messalina, gazing across
her husband's shoulder.
I should have done it, Muhlbach says to himself. That's what she
wanted, so why didn't I? What difference would it make. I should
r
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have taken my cheap revenge. Puig would never know.
And then while the steam is clearing he realizes that he can see
the interior of ,the bathroom; not much, because the door is almost
shut, but it isn't completely shut.
'
Getting back to war, says Puig. This 'peace' is just an introduction
to what's coming up next. We're in the middle of another Hundred
Years War, that's how I figure. All right, India. Sure, why the hell not?
Muhlbach can make no sense of what Puig is saying; it's as though I
th.e words conceal something more important, but what? Puig is not I
really talking about war, he's explaining something.
It's not going to blow over, you can lay a bet. Not for a long while. '
Maybe never. You sit in. a'n office so you forget wha~ most people
actually are like under the surface. At each other's throat. That's
human nature. You ought to remember that. Puig takes a swallow
of his drink, belches and wipes his lips on the back of his fist. People
can be bloody unpleasant if they got a good reason.
The meaning becomes clear as soon as he finished; nearly everything Puig says is an allusion to his wife.
You've got to treat people with respect, he adds; but then changes
the subject. What kind of food you wanti. Any preference?
Muhlbach lifts his glass slightly to indicate that he doesn't care.
Pizza's good enough for me, Puig mutters, fumbling around in the
pockets of his uniform. Out comes a crumpled package of cigarettes
which he holds up with a questioning expression.
Muhlbach shakes his head.
Ten days is all I'm going to be here. I put in for shore duty last
October but so far not a word. Ten short days. Then out we go. Ten
bloody days.
You must like New York.
~ What do you mean?
'You're here instead of at home.
How did you know about th?t?
About you buying a house in Trenton? She told me.
!J1ig settles back thoughtfully and feels the tip of his nose again.
rYe been at sea such a long while I wanted-oh, you know how it is.
Lie in your bunk and think about it and think about it. So I wrote
her to meet me here. We'll leave in the morning. I didn't want to
lose any time. You know how it is.
I shouldn't have come. I assumed Huguette called me because
you suggested it.
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That's all right, Puig says awkwardly, and seems to say something
else but shrugs and sips at his drink.
Maybe some other. . . .
Sit still, Puig replies irritably. youtre here soyoutre here. If my
wife ever gets dressed-I dontt know what takes so long. You look
like you lost a few pou~ds, he goes on without much interest.
Muhlbach nods.
You look younger. I usually put on weight aboard ship, he_adds
suddenly and then calls: Huguette! God damn it!
But, cheri, I am hurrying! she answers from the bathroom.' Do
be patient. One minute more, I promise.
Did I tell you that last year I was in the Orient? Some difference
the way those people look at life. Means nothing to them. So courteous but the next thing you know theire, torturing some poor bastard. You remember that time we went to New Orleans?
What's he doing? Muhlbach wonders. Itts as though his brain has
been short-circuited.
Puig smiles. We bought that old rattletrap car for twenty bucks·
to 'drive down. Seems like yesterday. You remember?
Yes. Of course. Muhlbach remembers. Rainy green bluffs along the
Mississippi. The soft dialect of the people. Negroes everywhere. Crisp
greasy fried shrimp and gray beans with red-eye gravy. Lying 011 the
warm salty beach at Pontchartrain, a Gulf breeze blowmgstifBy
through the late afternoon. But then he hears Puig mention the street
fight. That, too, had been part of the trip. A' slow, .savage beating
more like a ritual than a fight. Muhlbach ·remembers the grotesque
figure in a painted leather vest, with a black nail-studded belt and
loose motorcycle boots. The fleshless wolf-like Slavic features, Asiatic
eyes peeping out from beneath the dinky cap with a look of amusement while he kicked and beat the victim. A pair of gloves flapped
from his back pocket when he swaggered away, the vest dangling
from the muscular shoulders. Puig calls it a fight, but it was an assault. And the people. standing around asking each other how it .
started, waiting to see if the thug would come stalking out of the night
to attack his victim again-a man sprawled against the 'curb, resting
near the base of the streetlight because he had held on to the streetlight with all his strength while being beaten, but at last slid to the
sidewalk where he sat gazing up at the spectators until he was kicked
in the back of the hea" and dropped over lifelessly. Muhlbach remembers the deep sexrntl pleasure in the hoodlumts face, and how
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slowly the victim was beaten. He remembers thinking that a man's
body is like a heavy rubber ball without much air in it. The body
scarcely moved when it was kicked.
Too bad we missed out on the beginning, says Puig, and Muhlbach
finds'Puig looking at him with mockery or contempt.
Now don't tell me you were going to stop it. Come on, mister,
you must think I'm stupid. Nobody was going to-nobody in the
whole croWd. That punk was dangerous. You knew it, I knew it,
everybody knew it. So don't tell me you were about to step up and
shake your finger in his face. You didn't make a move. You stood
right next to me quiet as a lamb and watched a man get his brains
kicked loose. Let's see-what street was that on? Dauphine, was it?
Dumaine? It was close to the convent. We ate someplace near Jackson Square, afterwards we walked around. Bought some pralines for
dessert. Listened to a jazz outfit. Then what'd we do? .
Puig continues reminiscing but Muhlbac,h I,lo longer lhtens. What
Puig has said is true, he had stood watching quietly whil~a man was
being kicked in the head. He remembers standing on tiptoe to find
out what was going on, wondering if there had been an accident, or
if it was a play being performed under the streetlight. It had seemed
almost like a play, as though at any minute the hoodlum. would bow
to the applause, then take off his cap and approach for a donation,
and the motionless man who lay there bleeding from the mouth and
" ears. would jump to his feet with a grin, wipe away the blood, and
the two of them would move along the street to a different comer.
Puig is still talking. You couldn't let the thing alone. After it was
done you had to go through it again and again. But while it was actually
happening you didn't risk your neck, did you? No, you watched.
Then an hour later you decide we ought to go to the cops to report
what we witnessed. Sometimes you make me sick at my stomach.
The one att in my life that I'm still ashamed of, thinks Muhlbach
with astonishment. How did he guess? After all these years how does
he know I've never gotten over that feeling of shame? We did talk
about it, yes, and I suppose I was the one who kept bringing it up,
but of co,urse weused to talk about all sorts of things. And he himself
didn't try to stop the fight.
.
How many people in the world? Puig inquires. Worry about what
happens to one of them and you got to start worrying about the
others. I didn't lose any sleep over it. I never pretended I did. I didn't
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go around for the next two weeks throwing ashes on myself. I'm no
hypocrite.
Everything Puig has said is the truth. And yet, thinks· Muhlbach,why am I suspicious? He's trying to degrade me, that's dear enough,
but I don't know why. He was as afraid as I was, maybe more, be~use
he was the fine physical specimen, not I. He was the one who might
have been a match for that thug, but he knew I wasn't. So! Is it possible? Does he feel as guilty as I do? Js he condemning himself?
But why did he bring it up now?(What were 'we talking about-:war, for some reason I've forgotten, then all at once he asked about
New Orleans. How strange! MuhlbaCh looks again at Puig. War.
Violence. Threats. The shapeless conversation while waiting for Huguette to dress. There it is! Of course! She can hear us talking.
Muhlbach glances toward the bathroom. The door has opened a
few more inches and he sees Huguette brushing her hair! As she
turns toward the cabinet he sees that she is naked.
What's she doing? asks Puig.
Brushing her hair.
Then there is nothing to do but wait, and Muhlbach waits. One
more word may cause Puig to look around.
He knows the bathroom door is open, Muhlbach says to- himself,
and he knows I've been watching his wife. But that's all he knows.
What will I ,do if he looks around? What could I say-nothing. Good
God. And it's her fault, not mine.
Puig mutters. He scratches his jaw, swallows the rest of his drink and
seems about to stand up....r
He's warned me. This ridiculous talk about fighting in the streethe was telling me how he feels. And he's convinced I've had his wife.
He's almost certain. The only thing he needs is some proof. The
way he's been peeking at me I should have guessed. If he makes a
move to get up I've got to stop him. If he gets up he'll look around.
If he sees her like that he'll know we were in bed together. What will
1do if he starts to get up?
Then the solution appears, as obvious as a cartoon.
What's so funny? asks Puig.
Your suspicions.
Puig grins uncomfortably.
I"~ ,Now that you've asked, I don't mind telling you. I can practically see them. They're all over you like the measles. What if the

\.,
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. bed had been WJ;inkled when you came in? Let's suppose your wife I
decided to lie doWn for a while before I got here but didn't straighten I
the bed when she got up. You were hardly in the door ,before you
glanced at the bed. Isn't that right?
.
Puig continues grinning because he has no choice..
.
You suspected me before you bothered to say hello. A)d you've
kept right on hunting fqr evidence. You.decided I was a cuckoo and
all you wanted was proof. Isn't that true? It is, isn't it?
Puig wipes his face, bites'his lip,. and grins again.
Let's try another ex~mple. Let's ~uppose that while I happened to
see Huguette brushing her hair she 'wasn't fully dressed. Suppose that
had been the case, what would Y-Qu~ have thought? No doubt you'd
have manufactured something fro~ that, too. Am I right?
Puig hesitates, but then accepfs the stroke; and now unless he
doesn't mind being ridiculous he ca~t possibly turn around. Muhlbach
after studying him decide~ that..thei,position is fixed. However, there's
no particular reason to stop, so he continues.
What might happen, I asked myself, if he started misinterpreting?
What might happen if-well, it hasn't been very pleasant to contemplate..
Puig is deeply embarrassed, unable to speak. For the first time he
feels defensive.
..
If I'm going to be hanged for a thief, 'Muhlbach goes on, I must
admit I wish I'd stolen something.
Puig is writhing on the couch.
You practically challenged me to a duel, but I was so puzzled by
the way youwere acting . . . .
Oh come on, says Puig very miserably. Knock it off, will you?
If you want to drop the subject, all right.
This should be enough, Muhlbach thinks. This should satisfy me.
Why do I feel like torturing him some more? But the fact is, I do.
. I finally got a taste of revenge and I like it. I want more, I guess because of what he did to me.
The scene in all of its glorious and'ferocious schoolboy stupidity
comes streaming back; wrestling with each other on the domitory sun
, deck because half a dozen girls were watching, even though they
pretended. they weren't. Muhlbach remembers rolling closer and
closer to the edge. I gave up, he remembers, to keep us from being
killed. If I'd held on we'd have gone over and dropped sixty feet.
And he was so pleased with himself. So proud that he'd won. We both
I'

I
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knew he'd won. So did the audience. But what was the sense of it?
Why did we do i~? For what? For the admiration of a few girls who
I were busily snubbing us both. On account of that one absurd juvenile
. defeat I've hated him. And of course at the same time I've always liked
him. Hated? That's not quite right, because hate is total. I never have
hated him. What I feel is the nub of something stiff, like a cork or a
corroded plug, that he forced down into me. I think only some kind of
revenge could soften it. But I suppose I can go on living with it, I've
lived this long in spite of what he did to m~ And of course I've always
liked him. I couldn't have spent four years in one room with him
unless I .liked him. With all those sorry masculine traits I like him. '
• He's my friend. He.always has been,although sometimes I'd like to
split his skull. He always had to prove he was better than I was. He
had to prove he was stronger, which he was, and smarter, which he
wasn't and better with the girls which is some)hmg only they could
answer. Well, that's how he was made, and it'lhow I was made, and
otherwise I guess there's not much to choose between us.
Muhlbach, lifting his glass to finish the drink, because surely
.Huguette must be ready by now, finds himself looking into the bathroom again. She is standing in full view, leaning toward the mirror to
add the last touch of lipstick. Her hair is beautifully brushed and
arranged. She has put on her shoes and stockings and a red garter
belt, but nothing else. She is watching him from th~ comer of her
eye. She has been standing there waiting. .
Muhlbach is too shocked" to look away. This is no accidental
tableau-if Puig should look. This is not the same as a door that's not
quite shut. This is something out of the depths.
For an instant she gazes at him. Then as though he did not exist--..
she turns her back, the worst and oldest insult. .
Do you see? she seems to ask. This is what I think of you! And wi$
that she pushes the door shut.
\
For the rest of her life, Muhlbach reflects, that's what she's'going
to think of me, because I denied us a round of cheap pleasure-a loveless struggle on a rented bed. Have I humiliated her so much?
A few minutes later Huguette reappears, exquisitely dressed and
ready.
I am sorry to take so long but there are certain things a woman must
do, she begins brightly.
yo gentlemen will be good enough
to get to your feet . . . .
.
They stand up, neither s mg a word. Muhlbach is too amazed to
I
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speak and Puig obviously is bored by the idea of three for dinner.
\
Huguette fakes each of them by an arm.
Alors, she asks, shall we go?

~
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